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Abstract
The increasing limits of standards on aerosol and gaseous emissions from internal combustion engines have led
to the progressive inclusion of different exhaust aftertreatment systems (EATS) as a part of the powertrain. Regulated
emissions are generally abated making use of devices based on monolithic structures with different chemical functions.
As a side effect, wave transmission across the device is affected and so is the boundary at the exhaust line inlet, so
that the design of the latter is in turn affected. While some models are available for the prediction of these effects, the
geometrical complexity of many devices makes still necessary in many cases to rely on experimental measurements,
which cannot cover all the diversity of flow conditions under which these devices operate.
To overcome this limitation, a phenomenological methodology is proposed in this work that allows for the sound
extrapolation of experimental results to flow conditions different from those used in the measurements. The transfer
matrix is obtained from tests in an impulse rig for different excitation amplitudes and mean flows. The experimental
coefficients of the transmission matrix of the device are fitted to Fourier series. It allows treating the influence of the
flow conditions on the acoustic response, which is manifested on changes in the characteristic periods, separately from
the specific properties of every device. In order to provide predictive capabilities to the method, the Fourier series
approach is coupled to a gas dynamics model able to account for the sensitivity of propagation velocity to variations
in the flow conditions.
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Nomenclature1
a Speed of sound
ak Main Fourier series constant
a′k Residual Fourier series constant
A Cross-section area
bk Main Fourier series constant
b′k Residual Fourier series constant
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C Coefficient
D Monolith diameter
e Deviation Fourier series
e f Absolute parameterization error
f Frequency
F Main Fourier series
IA Impulse in test with device






p0 Unperturbed medium pressure
pre f Reflected pressure
P Acoustic pressure
r Transmission matrix coefficient related with reflection
R2 Coefficient of determination
RIA IA Autocorrelation of IA
RIB IA Cross-correlation of IB against IA
Re Real part
S Scattering matrix
S i j Scattering matrix term
T Transfer matrix
t Transmission matrix coefficient related with transmission
V Mass velocity
ww Monolith channel wall thickness
Y Characteristic impedance matrix
Y Characteristic impedance
Greek letters
α Honeycomb cell size
γ Specific heat ratio
∆ Transmission matrix determinant
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2
π Characteristic periods ratio
σ Cell density
τ Characteristic period of main Fourier series




DOC Diesel oxidation catalyst
DPF Diesel particulate filter
EATS Exhaust aftertreatment system
GPF Gasoline particulate filter
LNT Lean NOx trap
POC Particle oxidation catalyst
SCR Selective catalyst reduction
TWC Three-way catalyst
Subscripts
b Baseline operating point
exp Referred to experimental data
in Inlet
j real or imaginary part of t or r coefficient
mod Referred to fluid-dynamic model
n Fourier series order
out Outlet




Noise emission abatement in internal combustion engines is performed by the design of particular mufflers tuned6
to specific applications and market demands. The ability and design flexibility of these systems for noise attenuation,7
which is based on both dissipative and reactive features [1], has been widely proved from theoretical and experimental8
approaches [2]. Nevertheless, the increasingly constraining regulations on pollutant emissions, with US [3] and9
Europe [4] in front, have led to the inclusion of additional devices in the exhaust line. These exhaust aftertreatment10
systems (EATS) are primary devoted to gas and aerosol emission abatement [5]. However, there is also general11
consensus on the fact that through flow [6] and wall-flow [7] monolithic structures act as reactive and dissipative12
silencers due to its non-negligible influence on the unsteady wave dynamics [8].13
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The presence of EATS produces variations in the flow evolution upstream of the muffler. These comprise diffusion14
and expansion in the outlet and inlet volumes of each device, as well as local expansion and diffusion at the inlet15
and outlet interfaces of the monolith, respectively. Similar processes take place between monoliths separated by an16
intermediate chamber, as in devices composed by a Diesel Oxidation Catalyst (DOC) and a Diesel Particulate Filter17
(DPF) which are usual in Diesel engines for the control of unburnt hydrocarbons (HC), CO and particulate matter18
[5]. The removal of nitrogen oxides (NOx) takes usually place in isolated bricks. In heavy-duty Diesel engines, the19
leading concept for NOx removal is the Selective Catalyst Reduction (SCR) system, which presents higher conversion20
efficiency than Lean-NOx Trap (LNT) devices, and allows running the engine at maximum efficiency in fuel-sensitive21
applications [9]. In small Diesel engines, NOx abatement in the aftertreatment is to be performed by LNT devices,22
which exhibit lower cost than SCR [10] and are likely to substitute [11] or complement [12] the DOC . For these23
applications, the combination of LNT and SCR presents significant advantages in terms of increase in NOx conversion24
efficiency and of reduction in ammonia slip [13]. Other solutions being explored are related to the inclusion of25
NOx-removal functions into the DPF substrate [14] as a way to reduce the cost of the monoliths and the space26
requirements. Recently, non-ceramic solutions such as the particle oxidation catalyst (POC) are also being considered27
[15]. In gasoline engines, the Three-Way Catalyst (TWC) is a single device responsible of CO, HC and NOx emission28
reduction. However, new gasoline engine generations are requiring the inclusion of a Gasoline Particulate Filter (GPF)29
monolith to comply with particulate matter regulations [16].30
Besides the canning and layout, the flow evolution is highly affected also by the characteristics of the ceramic31
monoliths, which generate a non-negligible dissipative effect upstream of the muffler [17] different for through-flow32
catalyst reactors and wall-flow particulate filters. In the latter, the alternatively plugged ends in channels and the33
variable properties of the porous substrate play a major role on the acoustic response. In fact, the variations of porous34
wall permeability and particulate layer thickness as a function of the soot loading determine the magnitude of the35
dissipative response [18]. In addition, the main features of the reactive response are also dependent on the soot36
loading and distribution [19].37
The amount of different parameters determining the noise reduction capabilities of EATS makes its optimization38
a complex task. As an additional constraint, reduction targets in pollutant emissions with as low as possible penalty39
in fuel consumption, i.e. minimizing pressure drop [20], must be kept. Nevertheless, the mere presence of EATS has40
positive effects on noise damping [21]. Therefore, muffler design must adapt to this boundary and even take advantage41
for volume and pressure drop reduction [22].42
The full exploitation of the potential acoustic advantages of EATS requires the availability of suitable models.43
The basic physics underlying the acoustic behaviour of the different elements is well understood and suitable one-44
dimensional models have been proposed in the literature, both in the frequency domain [6, 7, 17] and in the time45
domain [23]. Despite solutions based on finite element methods [24, 25], the assumption of one-dimensional propa-46
gation is fairly reasonable for the small ducts in the monolith bricks [17]. However, this is not the case for the inlet47
and outlet canning volumes or even for the intermediate gaps between bricks. Therefore, methods including some48
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accountancy for three-dimensional wave propagation in those cases have been presented, such as that proposed by49
Hua et al. [22] in which the model developed in [17] was coupled to a finite element computation, and by Jiang et50
al. [26], who applied the boundary element method to evaluate the transmission loss of mufflers coupled to catalytic51
converters or diesel particulate filters. However, the geometrical complexity of many devices (as a result of catalyst52
light-off requirements that force their installation very close to the engine, with the subsequent packaging constraints)53
makes still necessary in many cases to rely on experimental measurements. The problem with experimental results is54
that it is not in general possible to account for all the diversity of flow conditions under which these devices operate.55
In this paper, a phenomenological methodology is proposed by which it is possible to account for the influence56
of the flow conditions on the acoustic response of an aftertreatment device in such a way that experimental results57
obtained under certain flow conditions may be corrected in order to provide a more accurate picture of the acous-58
tic behaviour of the device in real engine exhaust conditions. Transmission and reflection coefficients of different59
aftertreatment devices were measured under different excitation amplitudes and superimposed mean flows, and the60
observed influence was parameterized in a simple and efficient way. It was also found that extrapolation of the results61
to other flow conditions was possible making use of information obtained from a gas dynamic model. Results are62
accurate despite these models present high dependence on the numerical method and mesh definition to provide an63
accurate computation in the frequency domain [27], and on the time-marching approach between the different 1D, 0D64
and quasi-steady elements defining the EATS geometry [28]. The limitations coming from the simplification of the65
actual geometry, which play an important role in the frequency domain modelling, were also overcome. It is due to66
the fact that the calculation in the time domain is very sensitive to the propagation velocity and this feature is also67
retained in the frequency domain regardless of the ability to capture the acoustic response.68
The paper is organized as follows. First, the methodology is described in detail, comprising: the measurement69
set-up and the associated signal processing, the two-step Fourier series approach used for the parameterization of the70
acoustic response obtained, and the use of gas-dynamic modelling to incorporate the convective effects. Once the71
methodology is described, it is applied to the evaluation of the transfer matrices and transmission loss of different72
EATS, showing the potential of the methodology. Finally, the main conclusion of the work are outlined.73
2. Phenomenological methodology74
As commented above, the procedure proposed to account for the effect of flow conditions on the acoustic response75
of an EATS device results from a combined experimental and computational approach. The steps of the methodology76
are sketched in Figure 1. The different steps are described in detail in the following paragraphs.77
2.1. Experimental characterization78
According to the flow-chart shown in Figure 1, the first step of the proposed methodology is devoted to the79
experimental characterization of the device acoustic response. It is performed in an arbitrary operating point, which80
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is used as baseline. Tests were conducted at room temperature in an impulse test rig [29]. This rig allows exciting81
the tested device with a pressure pulse of controlled amplitude and duration in order to account for the influence of82
the flow conditions. These tests can be performed with or without mean flow to analyze the influence of convective83
effects separately. Figure 2 shows a scheme of the installation and its operating principle.84
The purpose of this rig is to provide suitable conditions to assess the reflection and transmission characteristics of85
the device, so that any influence of reflections from the pipe ends of the gas stand is avoided. The incident pulse is86
generated at room temperature by means of a high-speed electrovalve that controls the discharge from a pressurized87
air tank. The amplitude of the pressure pulse is governed by the pressure tank and the electrovalve opening duration,88
which in turn sets the pulse duration.89
The electrovalve is connected to a long duct through which the incident pulse propagates. The length of the90
propagation duct up to the EATS is selected to ensure that the pressure transducer 1 only measures the generated91
pressure pulse once it is completely developed. As sketched in Figure 2, there is no overlap with the incoming pulse92
reflected by the device.93
When the incident pulse arrives at the EATS it generates a reflected wave that travels back to the electrovalve,94
which is kept closed. The superposition of the incident and reflected pulses (pcomp) is registered by pressure transducer95
2. Finally, pressure transducer 3 registers the pressure pulse transmitted downstream of the EATS. A long propagation96
duct is also placed at the device outlet. Thus, the measurement of the transmitted pressure is carried out without any97
influence of the reflection coming back from the discharge end.98
As described, pressure transducer 2 registers the superposition of the incident and reflected pulses at the device99
inlet. To characterize the acoustic response it is necessary to determine the isolated reflected wave. To do that an100
additional test with a straight duct portion instead of the EATS is performed. Firstly the EATS is tested being subjected101
to several incident pressure pulses of similar duration and amplitude (repeatability within a prescribed uncertainty).102
Next the EATS is replaced by the straight duct to be tested. Again, it is subjected to several measurements with incident103
pressure pulses similar to those exciting the EATS. The post-processing consists of comparing the measurements of104
the generated pulse, i.e. the pressure recorded by transducer 1, in order to find the most coincident pair of EATS and105
duct tests by applying a statistical procedure. This is done by evaluating the difference between the autocorrelation106
of the pulse recorded by transducer 1 in the test without device (impulse B, IB), and the cross correlation between the107
pulses recorded with (impulse A, IA) and without device [30]. In [29] it is indicated that the repeatability of the pulse108
generator provides values of this difference below 5%, which is considered to be sufficient in practice. In particular,109
in order to evaluate the effect of a given generated pulse on the tested device, a sample of tests consisting of 5 tests110
with device and 10 tests without the device (straight duct) is considered. Then, the method is applied to find the pair111
of tests fulfilling, in the limit,112
∣∣∣∣∣∣RIBiIAiRIAiIAi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ = 1 (1)
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where RIBiIAi is the cross-correlation of IBi with respect to IAi and RAiAi is the autocorrelation of IAi. According to this113
procedure, the dispersion of the selected pair of tests is limited to be not higher than 5%, i.e.114
∣∣∣∣∣∣1 − RIBiIAiRIAiIAi
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 0.05 (2)
Once the tests are selected, the incident pressure pulse (pinc) at the EATS inlet is assumed to be that measured by115
the pressure transducer 2 in the straight duct portion test. Known the EATS incident pressure and making use of the116
measurement of the pressure transducer 2 in the EATS test is possible to calculate the reflected pressure pulse (pre f )117



















where p0 is the pressure of the unperturbed medium.119
This process is repeated twice in order to obtain the transmission matrix coefficients of every EATS. Firstly, the120
direct test is performed. In this test the device is excited with an incident pressure pulse travelling from the inlet to121
the outlet. In this way, the reflection at the inlet interface and the transmission from inlet to outlet can be assessed.122
The inverse test is next performed with the same procedure, but in this case the device is excited from the outlet to the123
inlet, so that the reflection at the outlet interface and the transmission from outlet to inlet can also be determined. As124
an example of the raw results obtained, in Figure 3 the incident, transmitted and reflected pressure pulses measured125
in the direct and inverse tests of the device composed by DOC-1 and DPF-1 are shown. The main geometric data126
of these devices are detailed in Table 1, which also includes the characteristics of each EATS used. The baseline127
operating point was defined by an amplitude and duration of the generated pulse of 150 mbar and 14 ms respectively128
and without any superimposed mean flow. This pulse was tested in all the devices. Additionally, other operating129
points considering different pressure pulses and mean mass flows across the device were tested in order to account130
for the influence of convective transport. The pulse profiles provided by the impulse test rig are representative of the131
pressure pulses impinging on the elements placed in the engine tailpipe when it operates in realistic conditions. It is132
discussed by Broatch et al. [29], who evaluated the modified impulse method used in this work showing its ability133
to allow for the study of the frequency response of acoustic filters when subject to weakly non-linear pulses. Non-134
linear issues in pulse propagation and interaction were addressed with the proposed method in an approximate but135
sufficiently accurate fashion, as verified by means of numerical unsteady flow calculations.136
According to the basis of the impulse method [29], which was validated against one-dimensional unsteady non-137
linear flow calculations, the pressure pulse is propagated non-linearly along the inlet duct. Therefore the non-linear138
development of the pressure pulse leads to the formation of an asymptotic singularity. However, once the pulse has139
reached the asymptotic region any further non-linear development should be scarcely noticeable, both in the time and140
the frequency domains. This occurs somewhere upstream of transducer 2, as evidenced in Figure 3, where incident141
pressure pulses are represented.142
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As a result of the procedure just described, by transforming the measurement results into the frequency domain,143
all the transmission matrix coefficients can be obtained as a function of frequency, and thus one may write144
 P−inP+out
 =




where P+in and P
−
out represent the incident sound pressure spectra at the inlet and the outlet, respectively, whilst P
−
in145
and P+out refer to the sound pressure spectra resulting from the device acoustic response, i.e. from its reflection and146
transmission properties.147
Once the transmission matrix coefficients for a particular excitation are obtained, the transfer matrix can be com-148
puted from the scattering matrix and from the characteristic impedances at the inlet and the outlet interfaces of the149
device, in particular where transducer 2 and 3 are located. The well-known frequency domain relation between wave150
components and acoustic pressure P and mass velocity V can be written in compact matrix form as151
P = P+ + P−





 1 1Y−1 −Y−1




Considering that any influence of the mean flow or the pulse amplitude on the characteristic impedance Y would152
arise as a complex correction term associated with friction losses [1], which becomes important only at Mach numbers153
much higher than those considered in this work (see below), it was assumed that it would suffice to consider the no154





where a is the speed of sound and A represents the cross-section area, consistently with the choice, as variables, of156
pressure and mass velocity fluctuations. Now, the scattering matrix relates forward and backward wave component157
spectra at the inlet and the outlet of the device, as158
 P+inP−in
 =




where ∆ is the determinant of the transmission matrix as defined by Eq. 3. Then, by combining Eqs. 5 and 7 the159
transfer matrix relating pressure and mass velocity fluctuations can be finally written as:160
 T11 T12T21 T22
︸          ︷︷          ︸
T
=
 1 1Y−1in −Y−1in
︸              ︷︷              ︸
Yin
 S 11 S 12S 21 S 22




 1 Yout1 −Yout





The use of experimental data to characterize the acoustic response of the devices presents three main limitations.162
Firstly, experimental data are a discrete function of the frequency. Additionally, data storage requirements increase163
with the operation range covered but also with the sampling frequency and the frequency range of interest. Finally,164
measurement uncertainties can arise related to transducer characteristics and also to the need to combine the results165
of direct and inverse tests to compute the transfer matrix.166
In order to overcome these limitations, every real and imaginary part of the transmission matrix coefficients was167
parameterized by means of a Fourier series, this being suggested by explicit solutions for simple basic systems such as168
ducts and by the quasi-periodic and sinusoidal-like profile observed in the transmission matrix coefficients. Therefore,169
the real or imaginary parts of all the transmission matrix coefficients were expressed as170













where Fb, j ( f ) represents the parameterized real or imaginary part of the transmission matrix coefficients (indexed by171
subscript j) obtained experimentally for the baseline operating point (b); ak, j and bk, j are the Fourier series coefficients;172
and τb, j,exp is the characteristic period in the Fourier series for the baseline operating point.173
Figure 4 shows the resulting parameterization of the transmission matrix coefficients (real and imaginary parts) of174
DOC+DPF-2 in the baseline direct test. The parameterization is directly applied to the real and imaginary parts of175
every coefficient fitting the experimental values to an 8th order Fourier series by applying the trust region algorithm176
[35] in order to minimize the error computed by non-linear least squares [36]. The modulus of the transmission matrix177
coefficients are represented in plots (c) and (f) in Figure 4. Modulus parameterization is also very accurate although178
with a slightly lower coefficient of determination because of the fitting error propagation.179
Despite the good results shown in Figure 4, the application of the described process to the whole population of180
tests provided significant deviations in the modulus of the coefficients for particular cases. An example corresponding181
to the baseline operating point in the direct test of SCR-1 is shown in Figure 5. Series in red colour, which is labelled182
as one-step fitting, has been obtained by fitting the experimental data to Eq. 9. It is observed that the low value of183
the coefficient of determination in both the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients propagates dramatically to the184
modulus. This is actually over-smoothed, resulting in the complete loss of the reactive response in the parameterized185
coefficient modulus.186
Due to the occurrence of this kind of results, the described procedure was improved by parameterizing the de-187
viation between the experimental data and the first Fourier series. This deviation is again fitted to a Fourier series,188
i.e.189














so that the whole procedure constitutes a two-step Fourier series parameterization, the experimental data being repre-190
sented by the addition of Fb, j ( f ) and eb, j ( f ). The second Fourier series (deviation function) is obtained by applying191
the same procedure as in the first-step.192
The results obtained from the application of the two-step Fourier series parameterization are plotted in Figure 5193
in blue colour. It is clearly observed how the fitting of both the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients is greatly194
improved leading to an accurate prediction of the modulus.195
The great advantage of this Fourier-series-based procedure is the robustness it shows to reproduce the shift that196
transmission matrix coefficients exhibit when the propagation velocity varies. This is of course the case when the197
mean flow is changed, as this directly affects the convective transport, but also when the amplitude of the incident198
wave changes, as a change in the amplitude produces the variation of the maximum propagation velocity. According199
to the definition of the Fourier series, the shift is mainly governed by the characteristic period whilst the coefficients200
ak, j and bk, j control the amplitude of the function and are specific to each particular device, i.e. are representative of201
the geometry. This ability of the Fourier series is shown in Figures 6 and 7. In these figures the fittings of additional202
operating points different from the baseline and corresponding to DOC+DPF-1 are represented. In particular, Figure 6203
shows the effect of a change in the amplitude of the pressure pulse in comparison with the baseline condition; Figure 7204
depicts the case of considering a superimposed mean flow. In addition to the particular operating point, each plot205
includes in black colour the experimental data corresponding to the baseline operating point. Plots in Figure 6 make206
evident that the variation of the excitation amplitude shifts the reflection coefficient (r2). The transmission coefficient207
(t21) is also shifted but in lower magnitude than in the case of reflection. Nevertheless, the superimposition of a mean208
flow leads to negligible effects on the reflection coefficient due to the compensation of the convection transport caused209
by the mean flow travelling in the same direction as the reflected wave. In this case, the change in the transmission210
coefficient becomes relevant due to the superposition of the mean flow convection from the inlet to the outlet on the211
transmitted wave travelling from the outlet to the inlet in the inverse test.212
In order to fit the experimental data when the baseline conditions change, the Fourier series coefficients obtained213
for the baseline operating point were kept constant both for the first and the second steps. The characteristic period214
of the deviation function (second-step) was also imposed to be the same as that obtained in the fitting of the baseline215
operating point for the real and imaginary parts of each transmission matrix coefficient. Therefore, only the charac-216
teristic period of the main Fourier series (first-step) was modified to capture the shift suffered by the coefficients. The217
dependence on just one parameter, i.e. the characteristic period of the main Fourier series, is a key result to verify the218
potential of the proposed methodology in this work as a tool useful for prediction, what is discussed in following sec-219
tions. Notice that the deviation function could not be varied for prediction purposes since it is unknown by definition.220
As shown in Figure 8, which presents the decomposition of the two-step fitting corresponding to the case shown in221
Figure 5, the value of the deviation function is small and provides only additional information allowing to improve222
the accuracy of the main (first) Fourier series, which is the one containing the most relevant information related to the223
acoustic response of the device. It is defined for each operating point as224
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where p refers to an excitation different than that of the baseline and τp, j,exp is the characteristic period for the real225
and imaginary parts of the transmission matrix coefficients ( j subscript). Its value is determined by minimizing the226
residuals of the fitting process applying the Nelder-Mead simplex method [37]. These are defined as the root mean227
square value of the absolute deviation between the experimental coefficients (Cp, j,exp) and the two-step Fourier series228
parameterization evaluated at each discrete frequency for which experimental data are available:229












= Cp, j,exp ( f ) − Fp, j
(
f , τp, j,exp
)
− eb, j ( f ) (13)
Figure 9 shows the impact of a ±5% change of the best characteristic period on the difference between the experi-230
mental data and the two-step Fourier series fitting. Despite the small variations considered in the characteristic period,231
S experiments a sharp increase.232
At this point it is interesting to analyse some additional parameters that might affect the accuracy and robustness233
of the proposed methodology. On one hand, the frequency step of the experimental data is 4 Hz. This value is the234
minimum one possible since it is imposed by the measurement window used in the impulse test rig, as this frequency235
step is precisely the inverse of the measurement window (0.25 s), whose maximum size is limited to allow for the236
isolation of the measured pulses from the pulses reflected at the open pipes ends. Any reduction of the frequency step237
while ensuring the correct isolation of the pulses would require the use of longer ducts what would cause operative238
problems. Figure 10 shows that a change from 4 Hz to 16 Hz in the frequency step of the experimental data does239
not affect significantly the accuracy of the results provided by the proposed methodology because of its inherent240
smoothing effect.241
Another relevant parameter is the maximum frequency considered in the fitting process. The value considered242
here (2000 Hz) clearly exceeds the usual range analysed in an ICE exhaust. For instance, the maximum frequency243
of interest in an in-line four-cylinder engines is usually taken to be that corresponding to the fourth multiple of the244
firing frequency at maximum engine speed, that is, 800 Hz at 6000 rpm. Anyway, the proposed methodology is able245
to deal with different maximum frequencies without any significant impact on the accuracy. This can be checked in246
Figure 11, where results obtained setting the maximum frequency to 1000 Hz and 3000 Hz are shown, and differences247
in the accuracy of the fitting are not relevant. However, further increments of the maximum frequency would probably248
require an increase in the Fourier series order.249
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2.3. Fluid-dynamic modelling250
The application of gas dynamics models to the prediction of the acoustic response in internal combustion engine251
exhaust systems is a common practice. Nevertheless, the accuracy of the frequency domain results is very dependent252
on diverse parameters. Several works address this topic focusing on the influence of the way in which the time-step253
is fixed in the different model elements [28] and on the impact of the numerical method and the mesh size [33].254
Different model approaches have also a relevant influence on the frequency domain results. In fact, small differences255
in the time domain can lead to more apparent deviations in the frequency domain [34]. In this way, experimental256
and modelled results in the time domain are compared in Figure 12. GT-Power software was applied to model the257
time domain response of TWC-1 against excitations of different amplitude in direct and inverse tests. In addition, two258
model setups, whose only difference was a slight change in the length of inlet and outlet pipes, were considered. The259
inlet duct length was increased whereas the outlet one was shortened in setup 2. In direct tests, these length variations260
hardly affected the transmission, but the reflection was clearly delayed. The transmission in the inverse tests showed261
more sensitivity to this geometry change resulting in a noticeable delay due to the length increase of the inlet duct. In262
addition, the maximum magnitude of the transmitted pulses was better predicted but at the expense of a shorter wave263
duration. Concerning the reflected wave, shifts appeared when the pipe length was varied both in direct and inverse264
tests. As expected, the sign of the shift is opposite between direct and inverse tests, due to the respective increase or265
decrease in the length.266
Despite the influence produced by inlet and outlet length variations is small in the time domain, the response in267
the frequency domain shows to be very sensitive. A summary of the results in the frequency domain is represented268
in Figure 13, which shows the real part of the transmission matrix coefficients for each operating point. For the269
sake of clarity, because of the high number of series, plots (a) and (b) are referred to experimental data whereas270
plots (c) and (d) include the modelled results for each model setup. As previously shown in Figure 6 devoted to271
DOC+DPF-1, plots (a) and (b) in Figure 13 evidence that the change in the amplitude of the excitation, i.e. in the272
characteristic propagation velocity, produces the shift of the transmission matrix coefficients. Again, a change only273
in the amplitude mainly affects the reflection coefficient, both in the direct and inverse cases. The shifts in t12 and274
t21 are small and noticeable only at high frequencies (above 1000 Hz). These shifts are also observed in plots (c)275
and (d) for the modelled transmission matrix coefficients regardless of the model setup. Nevertheless, the accuracy276
of the gas dynamic modelling in the frequency domain is very dependent on the specific setup. Results from setup 1277
captured the TWC-1 response, especially in the case of the transmission. Some deviations appeared in the reflection278
coefficient covering the band between 1100 and 1500 Hz in the direct test and in the frequency range above 1600 Hz279
in the inverse test. In contrast to setup 1, results from setup 2 were not able to provide the right trend of the acoustic280
response of the TWC-1, not even in the low frequency range.281
Beyond the degree of accuracy of the model in the frequency domain, the ability to predict the shift in the trans-282
mission matrix coefficients due to a change in the characteristic propagation velocity between operating points is an283
outcome from gas dynamic modelling that can be exploited. Based on this feature, the ratio of the characteristic peri-284
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ods defining the Fourier series for every component (real and imaginary parts) of the transmission matrix coefficients285








Therefore, the ratio πp, j is representative of the device response in operating point p once a baseline condition has287
been experimentally characterized. The characteristic period used is that of the main Fourier series. The reason is that288
it is the one manifesting the sensitivity to the change in the propagation velocity as previously discussed in Figures 6289
and 7. As sketched in Figure 1 and based on Eq. 14, once the ratio πp, j is known from modelling results, it is then290
possible to predict the characteristic period at any operating point. For this purpose πp, j must be combined with the291
characteristic period coming from the parameterization of the experimental baseline operating point:292
τp, j,pr = πp, jτb, j,exp (15)
In summary, the application of the two-step Fourier series parameterization of the experimental baseline transmis-293
sion matrix coefficients provides a set of constants defining the specific acoustic response of the EATS. In parallel,294
simple gas dynamic modelling, which can be even inaccurate in the time and the frequency domains, is able to provide295
a good prediction of the characteristic period provided that this is known from experiments for the baseline (Eq. 15).296
Therefore, all the information required to extrapolate the experimental transmission matrix coefficients is available.297
As an example, Figure 14 shows the prediction of the coefficients obtained with the described methodology. They298
correspond to the direct test of TWC-1 excited by the pressure pulse of 230 mbar. The methodology was applied to299
the results from setups 1 and 2 of the gas dynamics model. The agreement with experimental data is remarkable for300
both setups, despite the disagreements in the gas dynamic modelling. Deviations in the real and imaginary parts are301
very small. Consequently, the shape of the modulus, which is shown in Figure 14(c) and (f), is also predicted with302
great accuracy.303
The potential of the described methodology is also shown in Figure 15, in which the DOC+DPF-2 response is con-304
sidered. In this example, the gas dynamic model (red series) is not able to reproduce the acoustic response. However,305
the model ability to account for the difference between the baseline and different operating points made possible to306
predict the transmission matrix coefficients applying the phenomenological methodology. Results from its application307
are plotted in blue colour. As in TWC-1, the real and imaginary parts of the coefficients are reproduced with precision308
resulting in a proper reproduction of the modulus. In fact, the accuracy is of the same order of magnitude as that of309
the best Fourier series fitting, as it can be checked against the set of results from fitting shown in Section 2.2.310
3. Transfer matrix and transmission loss prediction311
As a final step, the transfer matrix and the transmission loss are computed applying the extrapolated transmission312
matrix. The transfer matrix coefficients of TWC-1 corresponding to the excitation with a pressure pulse of 230 mbar of313
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amplitude are shown in Figure 16. The result of the described phenomenological methodology, which is represented314
by the blue series, is compared to experimental data and to the direct fitting of these data by means of Fourier series.315
The results evidence similarities between the prediction and the direct fitting of the experimental data obtained by316
minimizing the error of the two-step Fourier series, as already observed in transmission matrix coefficients. The results317
obtained are very accurate, with only some deviations appearing mainly around spurious spikes in the experimental318
data and coming from the measurement process. In Figure 17 an example of transmission loss prediction without mean319
flow in SCR-1 is given. As in the case of the transfer matrix prediction, this magnitude also shows good agreement320
between experimental and predicted data in the whole frequency range. These results completely confirm both the321
ability of the gas dynamic modelling to account for the change in the characteristic period, and that the Fourier series322
coefficients obtained for the baseline conditions are particular to each device.323
The overshoots are due to the limitations of the experimental procedure. In fact, the determination of the transfer324
matrix requires the combination of four tests, i.e. device and straight duct for direct and inverse excitations. Therefore,325
small mismatches in the reproduction of the excitations between inverse and direct tests as well as variations in room326
conditions may result in transfer matrix disturbances at certain frequencies. A solution to remove the non-physical327
content of the transfer matrix without loss of acoustic information is the application of the two-step Fourier series328
parameterization, provided that the modulus of the transmission matrix coefficients is properly reproduced, as shown329
in Figure 5. Cases with mean flow are especially sensitive to overshoots in experimental data. Figure 18 represents330
the transfer matrix in TWC-1 for the case of 100 kg/h in mean mass flow. This corresponds to Mach 0.048, which331
is evaluated at the inlet pipe of the set-up, which in turn has the same diameter as the inlet flange of the device.332
In spite of the fact that the transfer matrix computation propagates the errors present in the transmission matrix333
coefficients, the prediction of the characteristic period in the first Fourier series provides suitably smoothed transfer334
matrix coefficients while avoiding non-physical spikes. This feature is present in both the real and imaginary parts of335
all the coefficients. Again, the solution is very close to the experimental data but with the advantages of smoothing, and336
showing an accuracy of the same order of magnitude as that of the best two-step Fourier series fitting. As represented337
in Figure 19, the direct and inverse transmission losses are also correctly predicted under mean mass flow operating338
conditions, thus confirming the robustness of the proposed methodology to predict the different magnitudes describing339
the acoustic response.340
4. Summary and conclusions341
A phenomenological methodology allowing the correction of the experimental acoustic response of exhaust af-342
tertreatment devices for the effect of pressure perturbation characteristics and flow conditions has been presented.343
Even though the work was focused on these particular systems, the procedure might be potentially applied to other344
systems in which a linear shift of the transmission matrix coefficients with the flow velocity may be identified. How-345
ever, devices exhibiting internal flow features with a non-linear dependence on flow velocity, as for instance in the346
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case of the flow separation and the end correction at the entrance of a side-branch resonator, should be investigated in347
particular studies.348
The proposed methodology combines experimental and modelling tools to assess changes in transfer matrix due to349
variations of the characteristic propagation velocity of the pressure waves. The first step consists of the experimental350
determination of the acoustic response of the EATS against an arbitrary excitation. This serves as a baseline to predict351
the change induced by the operating conditions in the transfer matrix or, in particular, in the transmission matrix352
coefficients.353
Secondly, the experimental transmission matrix coefficients were parameterized. A two-step Fourier series pa-354
rameterization was proposed to avoid the loss of relevant physical information in the correlated functions, specially in355
what is related to the reactive response of the device. It has been shown how the constants of both Fourier series and356
the characteristic period of the second one, which fits the deviation coming from the main series, are representative357
of a given device, i.e. of its geometry. Therefore, any change produced by the operating conditions can be related358
to variations in the characteristic period of the main Fourier series. The potential of this property was explored by359
parameterizing gas dynamic modelling results.360
Then, the final step was focused on the predictive capability assessment based on simple gas dynamic modelling361
of the device. The ratio between the characteristic period predicted by the model for the main Fourier series in two362
different operating points (one of them being the baseline) is also valid for the experimental (actual) response. This363
ratio has been shown to be correct even when the gas dynamic modelling is not accurate neither in the time nor in the364
frequency domains, so that it is not able to predict properly the absolute value of the characteristic period.365
Finally, once such ratio, which represents the influence of the operating point, is known, by combining it with the366
characteristic period coming from the parameterization of the experimental baseline condition it is possible to estimate367
the characteristic period of the main Fourier series at any operating condition. The predicted value for this parameter368
together with the set of constants defining the specific acoustic response of the EATS obtained from the baseline369
experiments provide all the information required to compute the transmission matrix coefficients. Consequently, the370
transfer matrix is uniquely defined. Good accuracy in the results obtained for the transmission matrix, the transfer371
matrix and the transmission loss has been obtained for different EATS covering variations in pressure pulse amplitude372
and duration, as well as in mean flow.373
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Figure 1: Flowchart of the proposed methodology. Steps to define the transfer matrix in operating point (p) from baseline characterisation.
Table 1: Macro-and meso-geometry of the characterized EATS.
DOC-1 DPF-1 DOC-2 DPF-2 TWC-1 SCR-1
D [mm] 172 172 144 144 112 121
L [mm] 82 105 114 130 127 280
α [mm] 0.83 1.4 0.87 1.4 0.97 1.16
ww [mm] 0.44 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.11 0.11























Figure 2: Schematic setup of the impulsive test rig: measurement of generated pressure pulse, composed pressure pulse at device inlet and
transmitted pressure pulse at device outlet.
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Figure 4: Comparison between experimental and parameterized transmission matrix coefficients of DOC+DPF-2 corresponding to a direct test (r1



























































































Figure 5: Comparison between experimental and parameterized transmission matrix coefficients of SCR-1 corresponding to a direct test (r1 and






















































































Figure 6: Fitting of the transmission matrix coefficients of DOC+DPF-1 corresponding to inverse test (r2 and t21) with change in excitation





















































































Figure 7: Fitting of the transmission matrix coefficients of DOC+DPF-1 corresponding to inverse test (r2 and t21) with change in superimposed
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Figure 8: Decomposition into first-step Fourier series and deviation function of the 2-steps fitting of transmission matrix coefficients of SCR-1
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Figure 9: Error (e f ) between experimental data and two-steps fitting as a function of the characteristic period. Pressure pulse 80 mbar in amplitude
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Figure 10: Influence of the frequency steps defining the experimental transmission matrix coefficients on the fitting accuracy. Pressure pulse
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Figure 11: Influence of the selected maximum frequency on the fitting accuracy. Pressure pulse 150 mbar in amplitude and 14 ms in duration for
inverse test in DOC+DPF-1.
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b) 230 mbar - Direct
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Figure 12: Time domain modelling of TWC-1 with two different gas dynamic model setups of direct and inverse tests and excitations of different
amplitude. (a) Direct test with 150 mbar in amplitude, (b) Direct test with 230 mbar in amplitude, (c) Inverse test with 150 mbar in amplitude, (d)
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Figure 13: Comparison between the experimental and modelled real part of the transmission matrix coefficients corresponding to direct and inverse

















































































Figure 14: Prediction of the transmission matrix coefficients of TWC-1 applying the phenomenological methodology to two gas dynamic compu-
















































































Figure 15: Prediction of the transmission matrix coefficients of DOC+DPF-2 applying the phenomenological methodology. Pressure pulse

































































































Figure 16: Prediction of the transfer matrix of TWC-1 applying the phenomenological methodology and comparison against experimental data and
fitting results based on two-steps Fourier series parameterization. Pressure pulse of 230 mbar in amplitude and 18 ms in duration. (a) T11, (b) T21,
(c) T12, (d) T22.












































Figure 17: Prediction of the (a) direct and (b) inverse transmission loss of SCR-1 applying the phenomenological methodology and comparison

































































































Figure 18: Prediction of the transfer matrix of TWC-1 applying the phenomenological methodology and comparison against experimental data
and fitting results based on two-steps Fourier series parameterization. Pressure pulse of 120 mbar in amplitude and 12 ms in duration with a
superimposed mean mass flow of 100 kg/h (Mach 0.048). (a) T11, (b) T21, (c) T12, (d) T22.












































Figure 19: Prediction of the (a) direct and (b) inverse transmission loss of TWC-1 applying the phenomenological methodology and comparison
against experimental data. Pressure pulse of 120 mbar in amplitude and 12 ms in duration with a superimposed mean mass flow of 100 kg/h (Mach
0.048).
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